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SOYA CONTRACTS FOR SPRING 2020
Soya is now a commercial reality in the UK.
With around 5000 acres of soya being grown in the UK in 2019, and with soya prospects looking
good for next year, we hope to place a significantly increased acreage in 2020.

There are 3 contracts to choose from:


Seed Production Contracts
We are always looking for arable growers with good storage and drying facilities to produce
seed for us. Seed production contracts pay a £40 over the Hard IP value with a guaranteed
minimum of £400 per tonne.



Hard Identity Preserved Soya Contracts
Our main commercial contract is the Hard IP (identity Preserved) contract. This means that
growers with traceability / farm assurance (eg Red Tractor) can grow for the I.P market and
secure a decent premium over the commercial market. UK Hard IP soya beans are now
established as an equivalent product to Canadian Hard IP beans, and the Hard IP contract
generates the necessary Non-GMO chain of assurance.



Organic
There is a very strong organic market for UK grown organic Soya. We offer organic growers
a min / max contract priced at £500 / £700 per tonne.

Soya UK - Advice and Choice:



Agronomy Advice
Full agronomy advice throughout the growing season, with regular bulletins to keep you
informed.



Best Choice of Soya Varieties
We offer the most up-to-date and best choice of Soya varieties available in the UK. This is
the result of many years of trials work both here in the UK and across Europe.
Soya UK varieties have a number of beneficial features in terms of plant architecture, ease of
harvest, earliness, and adaptation to UK latitudes. This is incredibly important for growing
soya in the UK where earliness and harvestability are key to being able to grow the crop.



Pre-inoculated Seed
Since 2008, we have been able to exclusively offer the only UK system for the preinoculation of the soya seed. All of our seed now comes ready-inoculated.
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